CHARLIE JEFFERSON - COMPOSER
Charlie was born in London in 1978 but has
lived in Scotland for all of his adult life. In
recent years Charlie's music, a subtle and
emotive blend of acoustic, orchestral and
electronic elements, has been in increasing
demand in the field of film, television and
media.
Growing up with a love of folk and roots
music, coupled with an obsession for record
producers like Sir George Martin, Charlie's
traditional schooling as a classical guitarist
soon became raw material for his early
experiments in recording and editing sound.
Using the four track tape machines and
samplers that were available to him at the time, he began to feel his way into
composition, taking his lead from artists like Portishead, whose first release 'Dummy'
struck a particularly resonant chord and a catalyst for exploring new horizons
musically.
His time at the University of Glasgow in the late Nineties only served to pour fuel on
the flames and Charlie began collaborating and learning from creative music
producers and DJs, often playing live in Glasgow's infamously lively night clubs (R.I.P.
The Arches), touring in the breakbeat, triphop collective The Operators and Kinky Afro,
playing events like T in the Park, alongside artists like MC Soom T, Jazzanova,
Cinematic Orchestra, Mark B & Blade, Optimo, Mungo's Hifi and iconic dub producer
Lee "Scratch" Perry among others.
By the mid Noughties, he made a break for a more settled and focused
life. Increasingly Charlie had found himself helping out friends with their short films
and in the process he became hooked on exploring the medium, discovering a new joy
in how music has the power to elevate and totally transform the meaning of a piece of
film. Soon one such short film came to the attention of a BBC producer/ director and
the commissions for his acoustic and textured style of music began to come in. During
this period, he was also approached for commercial work, most notably creating the
identity music for the Comedy Central channel in the UK.
Over a decade down the line and Charlie has been fortunate to amass a large body of
credits for award winning film and television productions worldwide. In recent years
he has begun contributing material to world leading library Audio Network who have
been able to make his music accessible to talented film-makers the world over.
Charlie remains an avid listener of music and continues to develop and experiment
with new sound and studio techniques, as well as enjoying the chance to record with
world class artists and session musicians. Though his eclectic tastes have proven to be
useful in meeting the often diverse demands of film and media productions, in recent
years Charlie has been increasingly focused on exploring themes of elemental awe
and freedom within the natural landscape. Though the resulting signature sound could
be described as "atmospheric, minimalist acoustica", his music certainly still belies his
grounding in contemporary methods of electronic production as well as his great love
of roots, americana and jazz.
Having seen at first hand the power and positive impact that music can have in the
community, particularly in areas suffering from under investment, Charlie also
mentors ambitious young people and helps to co-ordinate musical projects the length
and breadth of his beloved adopted home of Scotland.

